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Harmful Algal Blooms: What to Know and What to Do
By Anna Rogers, Sanctuary Forest, Inc.

Above: Anabaena is one of the common harmful benthic cyanobacteria.

Photograph by Keith Bouma-Gregson, provided courtesy of Michael Thomas at CA State Water Resources Control Board.

Did you know that most freshwater harmful algae blooms
(or FHABs) are mostly due to toxic cyanobacteria, which is not
actually algae? Cyanobacteria, or “blue-green algae,” is prokaryotic,
meaning it has no cell walls or nucleus, and algae is eukaryotic,
meaning it has a nucleus and cell walls. (Flashback to biology
class, anyone?) Cyanobacteria was originally identified as an algae
because it closely resembles it, is present in moist or damp places,
and is capable of producing its own food, like algae. Cyanobacteria
are responsible for our oxygen-rich atmosphere and form the
base of the aquatic food chain – they are a vital source of food
and energy. Both cyanobacteria and algae are essential food
for aquatic macroinvertebrates, which in turn feed salmon and
steelhead.
But, as anyone in the Eel River basin can tell you, these tiny
bacteria can cause big problems! Some kinds of cyanobacteria
blooms can have negative impacts on ecosystem function (fish
kills), aesthetics/recreation, water taste and odor, and produce
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cyanotoxins which can affect animals including humans through
skin contact, inhalation and ingestion.
Different kinds of cyanobacteria produce different kinds of
cyanotoxins. Cyanotoxins found in the North Coast region include
anatoxins, cylindrospermopsins, microsystins, nodularins, and
saxitoxins. These toxins can affect the nervous system, liver and
kidneys, and can impact the respiratory system, protein synthesis
and can cause liver hemorrhaging and impact sodium channels.
Each of these toxins has variants; some have just a few, but
microcystins and nodularins have over 200 variants. Health effects
can include gastrointestinal distress, flu-like symptoms, rashes,
headaches and even fatality in some cases.
There are two types of FHABs: planktonic and benthic.
Planktonic blooms are floating blooms that cause green water,
resemble spilled paint or grass clippings, and can form scums at
the surface. These usually occur in lakes or reservoirs, but can also
See “Algal Blooms” - continued on page 8
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The mission of the Mattole Restoration
Council is the restoration of natural systems
in the Mattole River watershed and their
maintenance at sustainable levels of health
and productivity, especially in regards to
forests, fisheries, soil, and other plant and
animal communities.

Sanctuary Forest is a land and water trust
whose mission is to conserve the Mattole
River watershed and surrounding areas for
wildlife habitat and aesthetic, spiritual and
intrinsic values, in cooperation with our
diverse community.

Mattole Restoration Council
Vision

Board of Directors

“We look forward to a Mattole that has
healthy, self-sustaining, productive forests,
meadows, and streams, with abundant
native fish and wildlife populations. We
envision a community that draws its
sustenance from and lives in harmony with
the environment. We seek to understand
processes of natural healing and enhance
them using best land practices in harmony
with the local environment. We seek to
enhance the exchange of knowledge among
all community members toward that goal.
We look forward to a time in the Mattole
watershed when “restoration” will no longer
be needed.”
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The Mattole Salmon Group works
to restore salmon populations to
self-sustaining levels in the Mattole
watershed.
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From the Executive Directors
By Sarah Vroom, Richard Sykes and April Newlander

Dear readers and friends of the Mattole,
It’s always good to have a plan. The “Mattole Integrated
Coastal Watershed Management Plan – Foresight 2020” (hereafter
the “Plan”) has been in place since 2009. Prepared by the Mattole
Restoration Council (MRC), Sanctuary Forest Inc. (SFI) and the
Mattole Salmon Group (MSG), who collectively comprise the
Mattole River and Range Partnership (MRRP) – the Plan has been
used to justify and guide many projects to protect and restore
the health of the watershed from the headwaters to the ocean,
and was intended to serve as a 10-year guide for the MRRP
organizations. The Plan is foundational to obtaining grant funds
from state and federal agencies who want to see local support
for projects, and to ensure that there has been some approach to
evaluation, selection, and prioritization of projects. It is estimated
that the Plan has been used to leverage over $30 million of grant
funded projects in the past decade.
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The objectives of the Plan in broad terms are to improve
water quality and supply, improve aquatic and terrestrial habitat,
increase viability of native species’ populations, and to enhance
the ability for the local human population to derive sustenance
from the watershed’s natural abundance in a sustainable
fashion. Key strategies outlined to accomplish these objectives
include Water Quality and Quantity Restoration, Landscape
Conservation, Fisheries Restoration, Sediment Management,
Forest Management, Riparian Ecosystem Restoration, Grassland
Management and Fire Management. The Plan was developed
by MRRP staff, professional consultants, and through a series of
community meetings in which watershed residents were asked
to name their most urgent watershed and community needs.
At our 2021 MRRP fall summit, board and staff of our
three organizations evaluated each key strategy of the Plan and
discussed our accomplishments, shifts in priorities, and current
issues and obstacles to achieving our ambitious 10-year Plan.
	Sanctuary Forest’s key accomplishments addressed the
Plan’s Water Quality and Quantity Restoration strategy, and the
Landscape Conservation strategy. Mattole Salmon Group has
been busy up and down the Mattole River addressing the Plan’s
Fisheries Restoration strategies. And the MRC has completed work
towards the Plan’s Sediment Management, Riparian Ecosystem
Restoration, Forest Management, Grassland Management, and
Fire Management strategies. For more details on what some of
the work towards these strategies has been, please see page 5.
	The Plan is now 13 years old and in need of evaluation
and updating. As the three Executive Directors who “inherited”
the 10-year watershed management plan that was developed
before our time, we feel it is vital to update the plan to address
current issues, including but not limited to carbon sequestration,
drought resilience, fire resilience and forest health, education,
coastal community resilience, and tribal engagement and comanagement. We have obtained some seed planning funds from

the McLean Foundation, Bella Vista Foundation and Cereus Fund
to begin the process and will be working over the next year to
update the Watershed Plan.
We are reaching out to you for your input on the new
Mattole Integrated Coastal Watershed Management Plan so that
we can address community concerns in the next phase of planning.
Enclosed you will find a brief survey. If you live in the watershed
or identify as a stakeholder, please complete the survey, and send
it back by September 1st. Stay tuned for announcements related
to community meetings and a continued dialogue as we work
to gather valuable input and improve our planning documents.
For more information or to host a community meeting in your
neighborhood, please reach out to vroom@mattole.org.
Our organizations thank all of those who support us and
partner with us, including landowners, volunteers, state and
federal agencies, tribes, county government and members of the
community.
Sincerely,

Sarah Vroom, Richard Sykes and April Newlander

JOB OPPORTUNITIES at the Mattole Restoration Council
The MRC’s Ecosystem Restoration Program is currently hiring for
the following positions:
PROJECT COORDINATOR – NATIVE PLANT MATERIALS
Full time, 2-3 year position, $22-$28/hr D.O.E. plus full benefits
PROJECT COORDINATORS – FOREST RESTORATION
Full time, 3 year position, $24-$32/hr D.O.E. plus full benefits
NURSERY ASSISTANT
Full time, 3 year position, $18-$22/hr D.O.E. plus full benefits
CREW LEADERS – FOREST THINNING
Seasonal/Full time, $25-$30/hr D.O.E. plus partial benefits
SAWYERS, FIELD TECHNICIANS, LABORERS
Seasonal/Full time, $20-$28/hr D.O.E. plus partial benefits
For more information, contact hugh@mattole.org.
For full job announcements, visit www.mattole.org
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Fish Love May Rain
By Nathan Queener, Mattole Salmon Group
Left: MSG biologist Emma Held with a
fresh steelhead redd (grayish depression
and downstream pile of gravel against
the right streambank) in Sholes Creek,
February 2022, immediately upstream
from a wood jam placed using a
helicopter the summer of 2020.
This jam caused a long stretch of prime
spawning gravel to deposit in a reach
where the streambed was previously
comprised of larger material that even
the largest adult fish would not have
been able to spawn in.
Photograph by Nathan Queener

The summer of 2021 was brutal for fish in the Mattole
watershed. A dry 2020-‘21 winter turned into an even drier 2021
spring, with no significant storms after mid-March. By late June,
a heat wave pushed water temperatures in over 40 miles of the
Mattole River mainstem above 75 degrees Fahrenheit every
afternoon, and did not begin to cool significantly until early
September. At these temperatures juvenile steelhead essentially
cease feeding and hunker down in any slightly cooler water
available.
By mid-August, streamflow at the Petrolia stream gage
was already lower than ever recorded in the 73 years the gage has
been in operation. Streamflow would remain at record lows for a
full month, eventually setting a daily
low-flow record in September of only
3.5 cubic-feet-per-second (cfs), less
than half of the previous low of 10 cfs
from 2014. (See article page 12.)

Above: Some of the more than 1,000 adult steelhead in the lower Mattole River during dry early spring river
conditions in March 2022. Underwater photo by Thomas B. Dunklin
sufficient water to spawn throughout the watershed. While the
drought of January-March 2022 again greatly restricted adult fish
access to smaller tributary streams for spawning, things in 2022
seem to have actually worked out pretty well for fish.
Adult Chinook returns for the winter of 2021-‘22 were
disappointingly low at 412 adults, less than a third of the average
of 1,300 over the last decade, but these fish spawned early in the
winter and were spread out throughout the watershed, limiting
competition and likely leading to favorable rearing conditions
for offspring. Snorkel surveys over the last few months have
revealed that coho salmon were able to travel far upstream into
extremely small waters to spawn in December of 2021, and counts
of coho salmon parr this summer
show the second strong year in a
row. Although this is still only equal
to just over 5,000 coho parr in the
entire watershed (likely the product
of only a dozen or so redds,) this is a
welcome increase from 2013-2020
where numbers were consistently
half that or less. And rearing
conditions this summer have been
very good for both coho and steelhead, with water temperatures
in June and early July running 5 degrees F cooler than in 2021, and
flows at the end of July over twice what they were on the same
date in 2021.
- continued on next page

“Freshwater habitat is improving
in many encouraging ways...
But ultimately, fish need water
in the river to survive.”

	Extreme drought conditions
particularly affect juvenile coho
salmon and steelhead, both of which
rear in freshwater throughout the
summer and need sufficient cool
water to survive and grow. Miles of tributary streams that typically
provide suitable over-summering habitat for steelhead were
completely dry, save for a puddle here and there. Thousands, or
perhaps tens of thousands of steelhead parr perished due to pools
drying up, and conditions for many more were sub-optimal for
months due to intense competition for shrinking
stream space.
In the coho-rearing streams of the
Whitethorn Valley, our excitement in July - as
snorkel surveys showed the greatest abundance of
coho salmon juveniles in nearly 15 years - turned
to grave concern as streamflows continued to drop
in August, and pools packed with coho shrank into
tannin-stained puddles – still packed with coho,
if they didn’t desiccate or end up in the maw of a
hungry raccoon. Staff from the Mattole Salmon
Group (MSG), Sanctuary Forest, the BLM, and
CDFW worked together for a week in September
2021 to capture over 2,000 coho and steelhead
from rapidly shrinking pools in the mainstem
Mattole and Thompson Creek and release them
into the South Fork of Bear Creek, where water
flow remained sufficient to keep pools connected.

Rainfall on September 18th brought a
merciful end to these conditions, subsequent rains
opened the river mouth on October 21st, and adult
Chinook Salmon were able to reach the upper
Above: MSG field technician Jesse Ritchie surveys what little remains of a pool in a
watershed in Whitethorn before mid-November
2021, seeming to portend a winter where fish had very dry stretch of Sholes Creek, August 2021. Photograph by Nathan Queener
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- continued from previous page
In March and early April of this year, low flows did greatly
restrict steelhead access to spawning locations, and lower river
residents had the rare opportunity to observe dozens of twofoot long fish swimming circles in larger pools. But these fish also
proved to be amazingly adept at swimming up tributary streams
through riffles only an inch or two deep. We were surprised at the
extent to which some of these fish did manage to make it several
miles up tributaries to spawn, in flows more typical for late June!
The rain that mercifully came in April and May also ensured that
the many steelhead fry that emerged out of redds in the mainstem
Mattole have sufficient water to allow them to re-distribute and
alleviate crowding thus far in the summer of 2022.

Global climate change will increase the incidence of
extended droughts and the extreme conditions experienced in
the summer of 2021. The persistence of salmon and steelhead runs
in the Mattole watershed requires action at a national and global
level to decrease greenhouse gas emissions and slow warming,
and continued improvement to stream and river habitats at a local
level. Freshwater habitat in the watershed is improving in many
encouraging ways – check out your local river bar for rampant new
riparian growth – but ultimately, fish need water in the river to
survive.

Mattole River and Range partners take stock of
achievements from the 2009 “Mattole Integrated Coastal
Watershed Management Plan – Foresight 2020”
As the MRRP organizations work to update the watershed
plan, the organizations reflect on the significant work completed
consistent with the existing plan.
	Sanctuary Forest’s key accomplishments address the
Water Quality and Quantity Restoration strategy. Notably, our
Storage & Forbearance Program has provided residents with water
catchment tanks on key stretches in the Mattole headwaters.
Streamflow monitoring and stewardship education efforts have
been vital to keep our community informed of the state of the
river. Innovative streamflow enhancement projects such as offchannel ponds and beaver dam analogs have been implemented
to provide a steady flow to fish-bearing streams.
	SFI addresses the Landscape Conservation strategy
through partnerships with landowners to protect land in
perpetuity. Conservation strategies include prioritizing areas
with high conservation value and/or restoration potential. The
Van Arken Community Forest Project was the largest fundraising
campaign in SFI’s history (raising over $600,000 from individual
donors) and resulted in the conservation of over 1,300 acres that
will be protected and restored to host a variety of recreational and
educational opportunities.
Mattole Salmon Group has been busy up and down the
Mattole River restoring aquatic habitat. This includes projects with
SFI in the headwaters on Baker and McKee Creeks and Lost River, in
the middle reaches on Fourmile, Sholes and McGinnis Creeks, and
near the mouth with several projects in the estuary and slough.
MSG staff are busy planning the next set of restoration projects

and working on a plan to supplement the beleaguered Mattole
coho salmon population with fish from nearby watersheds. MSG
continues its fishery monitoring program with annual surveys of
adult and juvenile salmonids throughout the watershed and a
volunteer summer steelhead dive event.
And finally, the MRC has completed riparian and sediment
assessments on 55 of 70 tributaries in the watershed. Data
from these assessments were used to prioritize dozens of road
improvement and riparian planting projects to reduce sediment
in the Mattole. As part of the Plan’s Forest Management strategy,
MRC finished and implemented the Mattole Program Timberland
Environmental Impact Report (PTEIR), which gives landowners
streamlined approval for their sustainable logging plans—
provided the harvest meets significant light-touch standards. The
Grassland Restoration Program works on invasive plant removal
projects, native seed collection for propagation and sale, and
the restoration of over 360 acres of coastal prairie habitat on
Prosper and Paradise Ridges. MRC addresses Fire Management by
implementing fire safety fuels treatments and has coordinated
over 50 defensible space projects, supported over 120 landowners
in clearing over 500 acres of high-density fuels around homes,
completed many Humboldt County roadside clearing projects
for fire safety and implemented a 250-acre shaded fuel break
from Wilder Ridge to Gilham Butte. We (along with the Humboldt
County Prescribed Burn Association) participate in as many burns
as possible, organize fire training to increase prescribed fire
capacity, and coordinating the Lower Mattole Fire Safe Council.
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Restoring Climate Resiliency during Drought
in the Mattole River Watershed
By April Newlander and Tasha McKee, Sanctuary Forest, Inc.
$750 million for drought response. This means that nonprofit organizations such as Sanctuary Forest (SFI) and
watershed partners the Mattole Restoration Council
and Mattole Salmon Group have access to an increasing
amount of funds to address the water crisis in the Mattole
River watershed. Sanctuary Forest (SFI) recently received
a $5.5 million grant from the Department of Water
Resources of the State of California, provided from the
Budget Act of 2021, with the purpose identified as being
“in response to a drought scenario, as defined by Water
Code section 13198(a) and is intended to: (1) address
immediate impacts on human health and safety; (2)
address immediate impacts on fish and wildlife resources;
or, (3) provide water to persons or communities that lose
or are threatened with the loss or contamination of water
supplies.”
With this funding, SFI will begin work on The
Mattole Headwaters Drought Relief Project, which
contains three different subprojects: Habitat Restoration
Above: Tasha McKee stands in the McKee Creek streambed before instream & Drought Resilience; Storage & Forbearance; and
restoration work began in 2021. Photograph by Anna Rogers
Streamflow Augmentation—all intended to address
emergency conditions for fish, wildlife and our local community
while reducing the threat of catastophic wildfire.
What does it mean to restore climate resiliency? The
1. The Habitat Restoration & Drought Resilience project includes
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)’s
thinning approximately 70 acres of overly dense forest, coupled
National Weather Service defines drought as “a deficiency of
with instream habitat enhancement in approximately 3,000 ft.
moisture that results in adverse impacts on people, animals, or
of anadromous stream in McKee Creek. The thinning will result
vegetation over a sizeable area.” California is entering another
in increased flow due to reduced evapotranspiration and will
year of extreme drought, and in all parts of the state emergency
prioritize locations identified where fire breaks are most needed,
measures are being taken to meet water demands. Here in the
including the forest adjacent to Briceland Thorn Road and ridges
Mattole River watershed, where there is no municipal water
along the Mattole/South Fork Eel watershed divide.
system, drought emergency conditions effecting people include
2. The Storage & Forbearance project includes the installation of
loss of domestic waters supplies such as springs, wells and
residential water storage tanks for three families who depend on
surface water. Extreme low flows have occurred in 18 out of the
surface water supplies from fish-bearing reaches of the Mattole
last 22 years with the most severe conditions in 2021. Especially
Headwaters. The storage will be sufficient for the dry months,
in these low flow years, water storage is critical to fulfill basic
thereby ending diversion impacts to summer streamflows at the
human needs. The ability to store water creates opportunities to
diversion locations. The project will achieve increased streamflows
forbear—to stop pumping—and this creates a win-win solution
and provide water security for local familes impacted by water
for people and freshwater ecosystems. The increased severity of
scarcity. Once installed, this residential water storage will have the
drought has also caused many fish-bearing reaches of the Mattole
capacity to be utilized for emergency fire suppression, as well.
headwaters, mainstem and tributaries to stop flowing, with pools
disconnecting-then disappearing-during the dry season. Many
3. The Streamflow Augmentation project includes the constuction
fish perish due to predation when they become trapped in shallow
of ten off-channel ponds for water storage, with metered flow
pools, and those who persist become crowded as the pools
augmentation into critical fish-bearing reaches during the lowest
shrink, suffering from high water temperatures and low oxygen
flow periods in the Mattole Headwaters. The ponds will be located
levels. Because of the dire conditions faced by native threatened
adjacent to instream habitat reaches where fish have been
salmonids, emergency rescue efforts are necessary to move the fish trapped in recent years, where metered flow will be sufficient
to larger pools to await the fall rains.
to keep pools connected. The project will result in enhanced
Here in the Mattole and across the state, changing climatic
and forest conditions, exacerbated by extreme drought, have
also increased the threat of wildfire. In the Mattole headwaters,
overly dense forests are commonplace, a hazardous legacy of
commercial logging operations combined with the halt of cultural
burning practices. This water year (October 1, 2021 - September 30,
2022), we are again well below the average rainfall for our region
and have experienced sporadic rainfall patterns. This leaves our
communities facing both an increased threat of wildfire and loss
of water supplies, within a landscape that seems vulnerable rather
than resilient to drought and climate change.
While we were delighted to receive early fall rains, they
were followed by a record dry spell that began in January and
stretched through March. Fortunately, late-spring rains arrived to
keep the rivers flowing throughout April. Even as we write this in
early June, it is raining outside and cool, yet we have already had
days with extreme temperatures, too. The unpredictable weather
patterns are apparent, and the impacts of drought are undeniable.
In response to these perceptible climatic shifts, the state
of California’s 2021‑22 budget package included an agreement
to provide $4.6 billion across three years for water and droughtrelated activities including $880 million for water resilience and
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streamflow and water supply reliablity. The ponds will also be able
to be utilized for emergency fire suppression.
	Sanctuary Forest and partners have been addressing
drought impacts in the Mattole River watershed for the past two
decades by working with landowners on water conservation
practices, forest thinning, native plantings, restoring habitat for
salmon, and enhancing groundwater storage and streamflows
for fish, wildife and people. The dry seasons continue to get
longer and more extreme and it feels as if we running out of time
to save salmonid species from extinction and support resilient
communities. Restoring balance to a degraded ecosystem is not a
one-time task, but rather a multi-generational journey of learning,
adapting, and being willing to experiment and learn from our
success and our mistakes. SFI thrives in working with our diverse
community and sharing our experiences with others so that we
might live in harmony and balance with nature and each other.
We’ve learned that every small action matters, and that it’s going
to require a variety of approaches to make a sizeable difference.
We are still learning about what it will take to restore resiliency
to the landscape in the face of drought and climatic changes, but
we do know that it will take many people working together to
observe and listen to what nature is telling us.

Above: One of the Baker Creek String of Pearls ponds. These groundwater
recharge ponds differ from the planned ponds in the Drought Relief project
in that they are designed to slowly release water into the ground and
adjacent creek, rather than provide metered flow.
Left: Water flows over the freshly-installed log weirs in McKee Creek in
late 2021. Log weirs help slow and spread the water, enabling more water to
soak in and raise the groundwater levels.
Both photographs by Anna Rogers

Supporting the Next Generation
By Anna Rogers, Sanctuary Forest, Inc.
In 1996, environmental scholarships for high school seniors
were not a common occurrence – in fact, it’s believed within
our organization that we may have been the first environmental
non-profit to award a scholarship to a graduating high school
senior. It’s hard to know for sure. But Sanctuary Forest felt strongly
that finding a way to nurture and support the next generation’s
environmental leaders was an important way to make an impact
on the future. Sanctuary Forest awarded our first scholarship to
a graduating senior that year: the award was for $500 and went
to Carrie Carter-Griffin, from Fortuna High School, who planned
to attend Colorado College and study biology. Since awarding
Carrie our very first scholarship, we have awarded $109,000 to 111
recipients. The scholarship program grew over the years thanks to
our board members, who helped build the program into what it is
today, and the incredible support from all the donors who share
our vision for supporting the next generation. These days, we are
pleased to be able to award six scholarships each year, one funded
by the Dimmick Family (for the past 26 years), one funded by the
local business community (for the past 22 years), one funded
by the friends of Rondal Snodgrass, (for the past 20 years), two
funded by the Maria & Robert Kelly Stewardship (for the past 10
years), and one funded by Humboldt Redwood Company (for the
past eight years).
In 2022, six outstanding North Coast high school seniors
will each receive a $1,000 scholarship in recognition of their
demonstrated commitment to environmental protection:
Johnathan Martinez of Hoopa Valley High School, Ryder York of
South Fork High School, Alexa Miller of Mendocino High School,
Kyla Marcello of Mendocino High School, Claire Kaufman of Whale
Gulch High School, and Taya Roth of Eureka High School.

Above: All six Sanctuary Forest scholarship winners for
2022. Left to right, top: Johnathan Martinez, Alexa Kaylee
Miller, Jaimes “Ryder” York. Left to right, bottom: Claire
Kaufman, Taya Roth, Kyla Marcello.
Photographs courtesy of Sanctuary Forest, Inc.

Scholarship Winner Highlight:

Food Security Projects. Johnathan recognizes that “our local land
isn’t just important to me, but also important to the wildlife…
Part of working in the Forestry Department is monitoring and
protecting wildlife and the environment. There are a lot of wildlife
species in our local environment that are threatened by the
impact of human beings…Working in forestry will allow me to
contribute to the solution, while caring for my community.”

The recipient of the 2022 Rondal Snodgrass Scholarship
(recognizing Sanctuary Forest’s founding Executive Director) is
Johnathan Martinez of Hoopa Valley High School. Johnathan will
be attending Lane Community College in Eugene, Oregon this fall
and plans to study forestry. He has been very active as an intern
for the Karuk Tribe during his summers, getting experience in data
collection and wildlife surveys for the Tribe’s Wildlife and Fisheries
Departments, as well as assisting in their Tribal Elder Housing and

Many of our winners have gone on to work in
environmental fields, contributing to the vitality of the natural
world. We congratulate this year’s scholarship recipients and
look forward to their positive impact on our shared cause of
environmental protection. If you would like to help support the
next generation of environmental leaders, or learn more about the
rest of this year’s winners, visit Sanctuary Forest’s website at www.
sanctuaryforest.org/education/scholarship-program.
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Harmful Algal Blooms - What to Know and What to Do

Directly above: Mostly harmless green algae.
Above left: A benthic bloom of potentially toxic cyanobacteria. Note the clumpy texture, and dull/dark
green color.
Top right: Microcoleus, a harmful benthic cyanobacteria, can be brown or dark green.
Lower right: Oscillatoria, another harmful benthic cyanobacteria to be avoided. Along with Microcoleus
and Oscillatoria, Anabaena (shown on the front cover of this publication) is another harmful benthic
cyanobacteria likely to be seen on the Mattole River.
Photograph credits, clockwise from top left: Keith Bouma-Gregson and Rich Fadness; Rich Fadness; Keith Bouma-Gregson;
Rich Fadness. All photos provided courtesy of Michael Thomas at CA State Water Resources Control Board

- continued from page 1
occur in slow-moving rivers. Benthic blooms grow attached to the
streambed and often then detach and float to slow-water areas such
as the beach or a backwater area. These blooms most often occur in
rivers or streams but can also occur in lakes or reservoirs.
Historically, harmful algal blooms with cyanotoxins have not
been identified in the Mattole River watershed; however, testing has
not occurred. Although at least some of the types of cyanobacteria
that produce cyanotoxins are present in the Mattole, their extent is
believed to be limited and no official reports of toxicity have been
made. FHABs tend to occur in warm water with high levels of nutrients
such as nitrogen and phosphorus, and being a generally cooler coastal
river is in the Mattole’s favor. However, as we continue to see the
effects of climate change – different weather patterns, warmer water
and less rain – and if fertilizers are allowed to run off into the water,
FHABs could become a cause for concern. During drought years,
naturally present algae does not get washed out of the streambed like
it does in normal or above average rainfall years, and should harmful
algae become as extensive as it is in the Eel and other rivers and lakes,
it could become a serious problem.
Five common types of harmful planktonic cyanobacteria
in the North Coast region are Microcystis, Dolichospermum,
Aphanizomenon, Gloeotrichia and Cylindrospermopsis.
Three common types of harmful benthic cyanobacteria blooms
are present in the North Coast region – these are of the most concern:
• Anabaena: grow on streambeds; commonly form “bubble towers:”
strings of algal matter with air bubbles inside or adhering to the
structure;found in backwater areas or river margins.
• Microcoleus: found in swift riffled sections attached to rocks; green
or brown; can appear plant-like; can detach and float downstream.
• Oscillatoria: found on sandy or silty river bottoms with shade or
slower flow; can also grow on tree roots; brown or fuzzy mats; can be
interspersed with harmless green algae; can resemble a plant; often
become detached if disturbed.

How to Tell the Difference Between Algae and Cyanobacteria:
Note: Always protect hands and body when nearing potential
cyanobacteria blooms. Masks may also be recommended.
Harmless green algal blooms are a brighter green color and may turn
yellow or brown when dying, and the mat structure is more like hair.
Potentially toxic cyanobacteria blooms are a dark or dull forest green
color, and the mat structure is more clumpy.

Stick Test:
Locate a stick onsite. Use it to try to pull some of the algae out of the
water. If it resembles wet hair and does not break apart, it is probably
harmless algae. If it does not string together and cannot be removed
like wet hair, it may be cyanobacteria. Note: benthic algae may not break
apart but does not resemble wet hair.

Gloved Hand Test:
Green algae tends to roll into a clump when rubbed together in a
circular motion, while cyanobacteria tends to smear or break into pieces.

Jar test (more appropriate for planktonic blooms):
Collect a sample in a jar and leave undisturbed for 15-20 minutes. Algae
will settle to bottom, cyanobacteria will float to the top. Note: samples
can contain both harmful and non-harmful algae.

How to Report a FHAB:
If you are concerned about a particular algal bloom, it is best to report it.
Photos are extremely helpful!
Visit mywaterquality.ca.gov/habs/do/bloomreport.html.
HAB coordinators can also be contacted by phone: 1-916-341-5357 or
call toll free: 1-844-729-6466, or email: CyanoHAB.Reports@waterboards.
ca.gov.
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Incidents Report Map
The HAB Incidents Report Map is maintained by the State Water
Resources Control Board. The map can be viewed at: mywaterquality.
ca.gov/habs/where/freshwater_events.html

Water Reporter App
You can also submit observations through the Water Reporter app,
which can be downloaded on a smartphone (through the Apple app
store or Google Play). This app is being updated in the near future to
more closely align with the California Water Board’s reporting system.

How Can I Prevent FHABs?
Help reduce the amount of nutrients making their way into the
water! For a full list of what you can do, visit
epa.gov/nutrientpollution/what-you-can-do.
• Pick up pet waste.
• Install septic systems a safe distance from water sources.
• Apply fertilizers only when necessary and in the proper time of year
for maximum uptake.
• Do not overwater lawns or gardens.
• Properly store unused fertilizer and properly dispose of empty
containers.
• Incorporate grassed swales on your property to control stormwater
runoff.

How to Enjoy the River Safely
If you are visiting a location that has algae present, practice healthy
water habits:
• Pay attention to any posted bloom advisories.
• Avoid algae in the water or on the water’s edge.
• Watch children and animals. Do not let them ingest algae.
• Recreate downwind of blooms and away from water spray.
• Do not drink or cook with untreated water.
• Dispose of fish guts and clean fish meat with potable water before
ingesting.
• Do not eat shellfish.
For more information on Harmful Algal Blooms:
mywaterquality.ca.gov/habs/
For a visual fact sheet:
mywaterquality.ca.gov/habs/what/visualguide_fs.pdf
Information sourced from the North Coast Regional Water Board.
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One Burn Down, Many To Go...

A Look at the Buckeye Ridge Burn on Stansberry Ranch
By Sarah Vroom, Mattole Restoration Council
Left: Telegraph Ridge firefighter Ishi Dube at a hands-on understory burn in
Petrolia as part of the MRC-hosted wildland firefighter type 2 training with
Firestorm, Inc. in April 2021.
Middle: Honeydew firefighters help build local capacity during the MRC-hosted
wildland firefighter type 2 training in spring 2021. Both photographs by Sarah Vroom
Below: Laura Lalemand of Save the Redwoods
League proudly displays a shirt from a 2019
WTREX (Women’s TREX prescribed fire
training) in Florida. Women are increasingly
filling key roles in returning fire to landscapes.
This year’s WTREX is planned for Karuk
territory with a focus on Indigenous women
fire practitioners. Photograph courtesy of Cal Poly

When folks started talking about
prescribed burns in February, I was skeptical,
thinking there was no way the weather
would cooperate. Clearly, I was wrong.
In February 2022, thanks to and despite
drought, folks were able to implement
many acres of prescribed fire throughout the North Coast. Here
in the Mattole, we were lucky to finally have an opportunity to
participate in a burn on the Stansberry Ranch. The burn had been
planned, prepped, and canceled a handful of times over the past 2
years due to weather windows closing, a pandemic, and lack of fire
resources.
The Stansberry Ranch is an epic piece of land along the
Mattole River and is held in a conservation easement managed by
Save the Redwoods League (SRL). The ranch is incredible habitat and
part of the “Redwoods to the Sea” Wildlife Corridor which connects
the King Range National Conservation Area with Humboldt
Redwood State Park. The burn was planned and coordinated by
SRL with support from the Humboldt County Prescribed Burn
Association, Prometheus Fire Consulting, local volunteer fire
departments (Honeydew, Miranda, Whitethorn), CALFIRE and the
MRC fuels crew.
For a more in-depth article on this same burn, please see
MRC Board member Linda Stansberry’s “Burning the Buckeye” in the
July 28th issue of the North Coast Journal. Linda was my carpool
mate for the burn and provided the crew with much appreciated
praise, coffee and snacks.
Under the leadership of long time MRC Program Director,
Ali Freedlund, the MRC crew has been working with SRL over the
past few years to complete a CalFire-funded Forest Health project
on the Stansberry Ranch and adjacent BLM lands as a subcontractor
implementing a 250-acre shaded ridgetop fuel break running from
Wilder Ridge to Gilham Butte. Highlights included not only working
on such a wild and beautiful landscape but the regular guidance,
support and enthusiasm that Bob Stansberry lended to the entire

Above left: Aurora Studebaker, Briceland Fire Department Chief, observes her firing crew and epic view while MRC’s Sarah Vroom
(above right) heads to the firing line. Both photographs courtesy of Cal Poly Humboldt

- continued from previous page
this was due to drought stress. The firing and holding teams worked
smoothly together and the entire 109-acre burn was done by late
afternoon. Several members of the MRC crew stayed on site at the
burn unit for a few days post burn. Weeks later there was still smoke
on the ridge—a good reminder that larger fuels will smolder for a
long time. These logs were well within the burn boundary and did
not present a concern, but it’s important to remember that large
logs can smolder for months. Keep this in mind next winter when
you burn your piles!

Humboldt

One wildly important take away is that it takes a village to
pull off a successful burn. In addition to hand work to clear the
unit boundaries, we needed multiple fire engines, hundreds of
feet of hose and portable water tanks placed strategically around
the burn. Local volunteer fire departments showed up alongside a
CalFire engine and crew, supplies came from the Humboldt County
Prescribed Burn Association, and Laura Lalemand from Save the
Redwoods League coordinated this massive team effort. As I look
forward to implementing more prescribed fire projects here in
the Mattole, I see the importance of hyper localized burn capacity
and am inspired to see the growing interest in burning here in the
Mattole.

project. Shaded fuel breaks created by removing small diameter
trees and ladder fuels reduce fuel load, improve stand conditions,
and increase fire resilience. In addition to the forest thinning, our
hardworking crew worked on burn unit prep: scraping a 3’ section
to bare mineral soil around the 109-acre burn unit, creating an
additional 20-foot shaded fuel break through forested sections of the
unit, dragging woody debris 50’ away from the burn unit boundary,
and setting up auxillary water systems. Burn unit prep specs are
defined by the burn boss, the skilled experienced professional who
carries the liability for making sure a prescribed fire goes well. In this
case our burn boss was Phil Dye from Prometheus Consulting.

I have been interested in fire as a tool for quite some time and
started a masters in Fire Ecology only to learn that to put fire on the
ground you typically need to be a firefighter with a firefighter type 2
qualification or “red card.” Lucky for me, MRC Program Manager Hugh
McGee had secured funding through the North Coast Resource
Partnership’s (NCRP) Regional Fire and Forest Capacity Program to
put on a wildland firefighter type 2 training in spring of 2021 for
MRC staff and members of the 6 volunteer fire companies that serve
the watershed (Petrolia, Honeydew, Telegraph Ridge, Briceland,
Whitethorn and Whale Gulch). The training was supported by
funding granted by the Department of Conservation to the NCRP,
which is supporting forest health and fire resilience work all over
the region. The training objective was to build capacity for a local
burn crew to implement prescribed fire in the watershed and many
folks I met at the training were on site at the Stansberry burn.

Once the unit was prepped, supplies gathered, and the
weather window finally opened, it was time to burn. After a map
orientation and briefing from the burn boss, participants broke off
into holding and firing squads. The MRC crew worked alongside
long time Petrolia Fire Department firefighter and former MRC Fire
and Fuels Crew Leader Chris Gilda and MRC Fire and Fuels Project
Coordinator Jordan Anderson on a holding squad charged with
keeping the flames inside the lines and away from large trees. Yours
truly was on the firing line led by firing boss Kai Ostrow and firing
boss trainee Aurora Studebaker from Briceland Fire Department. I

“It takes a village
to pull off a successful burn...
I am inspired to see
the growing interest in burning
here in the Mattole.”

Above: Participants in the 2021 S-212 saw training held in the Mattole.
Building up local capacity is key to returning fire to this fire-adapted
landscape. Photograph by Jordan Anderson
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used a drip torch to slowly “bite off” small areas to burn,
starting at the top of the ridge in the shaded fuel break and
working downslope, building burned black line in strips. As
we moved farther down the hill our passes became wider
as the safe black above grew. Fire consumed ground fuels
in this mixed hardwood evergreen forest of large Douglasfir, tanoak, madrone, Oregon white oak, California black oak,
and canyon live oak, clearing out accumulated fuels and
encroaching Douglas-fir in the understory. A small handful of
larger trees fell after the fire moved through and we assume

Prescribed fire is a key tool to improve habitat, produce
useable plant materials and reduce the risk of catastrophic wildfires.
Western forests are evolved to burn and burned regularly – both
due to lightning-caused fires and Indigenous burning to manage
the land. Fire exclusion—
both by making cultural
prescribed fire illegal and by
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1HurO7TG_hU0OePVWPRBM...

building up intense fire suppression programs— is a recipe for
high severity burns. Throw in years of clear cutting resulting in
dense, overstocked, unhealthy even-aged stands lacking older fireresistant trees and you’ve got a real ecological debt on your hands.
While climate change certainly plays a role in our current wildfire
reality, it’s important to consider the impacts of fire exclusion as well.
To quote legendary Honeydew Volunteer Fire Company Chief Pete
Marshall “It has become apparent to so many of us that following
Smokey Bear’s trail for more than 74 years has not led us to where
we must arrive: to a place where Fire is recognized as one of the
essential and ever-present elements of a healthy world. We must
move from the Suppression of Fire to the Prescription of Fire and to,
wherever possible, the understanding and reintegration of Cultural
Fire Practices.”
We here at the MRC are grateful for all the fire practitioners
who have worked hard over the decades to change the mainstream
conversation about fire. I feel it is critical to understand that
Indigenous people managed this land with fire and to strive
to support Indigenous leadership in prescribed and cultural
fire projects. I recently attended the California Basketweavers
Association Conference at the Bear River Rancheria and was lucky
enough to be part of the Cultural Fire Management Council’s spring
TREX this year. These experiences were a great reminder of how
much California Basketweavers have been instrumental in moving
the needle on prescribed and cultural fire regulations in the state.
Without fire, quality basketry materials are harder to find because
fire stimulates new growth that has the physical characteristics
necessary for basketweaving. This is just one example of the ways
in which fire is a tool that impacts human communities.
	Looking to the future we have plans to work with our local
volunteer fire departments, residents, and Bear River Band tribal
members and staff to implement more “good fire” projects in the
Mattole. We have plans for more wildland fire trainings, chainsaw
trainings and TREX prescribed fire trainings. Stay tuned! Sign up for
our newsletter for
updates, follow us
on Instagram to
see what we’re up
to, and if you are
interested in fire,
please reach out.

Left: Chris Gilda of Petrolia Fire brings his stoked
energy and firefighting experience to the Stansberry
burn. Photograph by Laura Lalemand
Right: Bob Stansberry and MRC’s Ali Freedlund
take a brief moment to celebrate on the longawaited burn day on the ranch.

- continued on next page

Photograph by Sarah Vroom
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New Records Being Set Every Day
By David Buxbaum and Richard Sykes, Mattole Salmon Group

The Reciprocal Footprint:

Reflections on Teaching Climate Change in Mattole Schools
By Jen Gilda, Mattole Restoration Council
Walking along the mucky silt next to the receding lower
Mattole River on a spring day, I see animal prints. I piece together
a story about what might have occurred here while no human
was watching. A deer came to drink, then a raccoon. A few turkeys
came through afterwards. I think of the footprints to come,
the bear prints I will likely see in the fall and of my own human
footprint. Not the one in the silt but the calculated resource impact
of my life. For a while I wish my footprint could be smaller. How
tiny could I make it? Would it really make a difference? It feels
necessary yet fruitless to go down that hole of eco-guilt. So I flip
the equation around instead.

Above: Mattole Triple Junction High School students and principal collaborate with Mattole Salmon Group to
create a sign reflecting current river levels on the lower Mattole. Pictured left to right are Arlo Clow, Rey Barber,
Ryan Littleton, Emma Bridges, Tyler Littleton, and Karen Ashmore. Photograph by David Buxbaum
During the very dry period this winter between early
January through March, we regularly checked on the United States
Geological Survey (USGS) website https://waterdata.usgs.gov
to check the Mattole River flow at the gauge located near the
Petrolia bridge. As the rainless days extended the river dropped
lower and lower until eventually, we were setting new flow records
every day. The average daily flow for most days in March 2022 was
the lowest for that calendar day in a 73-year record for the USGS
gauge. As advocates for the fish, this record setting was cringeworthy. As anglers, this was depressing news as it meant the river
was closed to us and everyone else for fishing for two thirds of
the three-month season. During all of February and March, the
California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) closed the river
to fishing because the flow dropped below their target “fishing
threshold” of 350 cubic feet per second as measured by the USGS
gauge.
Being obsessive/compulsive river watchers, we constantly
checked the USGS website to get the real time flow measurements
and compared that information with what our local creeks were
telling us. We cross Conklin and McGinnis Creeks to access our
homes. By late March of this year, about the time when steelhead
spawning is supposed to peak, they both appeared to be almost
too low for fish access with flow depths of just a few inches where
the creeks meet the Mattole River. MSG staff conducting spawner
surveys in McGinnis Creek were amazed that fish were able to
navigate the rocks and get up the creeks to spawn, and during
the low flows of March and early April 2022, 30 steelhead redds
were observed in the lowest reach of McGinnis Creek. Water levels
were so low in McGinnis that the dorsal (top) fins of the adult fish
we observed were above the surface of the water. Fortunately
rains in late April were sufficient to improve fish access to support
additional spawning. Continuing rain in the first half of May kept
creeks flowing through spring and early summer and helped
provide acceptable conditions in most locations for the newly
hatched fish and older juveniles. (See “Fish Love May Rain” on
page 4.)									
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
The late spring rains may also minimize one increasingly
common MSG activity: rescue relocation. This is an activity that
occurs in August and September during dry years when MSG
staff working with CDFW and others move juvenile fish stranded
in drying reaches of headwaters creeks to other nearby creeks
that have sufficient flow and extra space to accommodate these

“The late spring rains may also
minimize one increasingly common
MSG activity: rescue relocation.”
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refugee fish.
The Mattole watershed is experiencing a third dry year in
a row. USGS records show that on average, annual water flow in
the Mattole River over the past 73 years is about 400,000 acre-feet.
The average annual flow in the past 10 years has been about 80
percent of the long-term average at roughly 328,000 acre-feet, and
average annual flow for the past two years has been less than 50
percent of the long-term average at about 189,000 acre-feet.
										

“We are not yet setting new records
for water year low rainfall
(that still belongs to 1977)
but we need to recognize that this
extended dry period will stress both
humans and the environment.”
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration publishes
80 years of data for its rain gauge located on Woodley Island in
Eureka. This gauge tells the same tale as our local flow gauge - we
are in a third dry year in a row. Precipitation through May 2022
recorded in Eureka was 24 inches or only 62 percent of average
for the water year (water years are October through September).
Average annual rainfall at the Woodley Island location is just over
40 inches per year. Rainfall totals in water years 2020 and 2021
were 26.6 and 33 inches, respectively. We are not yet setting new
records for water year low rainfall (that still belongs to 1977), but
we need to recognize that this extended dry period will stress both
humans and the environment.
In an effort to raise awareness of the impacts of our local
drought conditions, the Mattole Salmon Group (MSG) met with
the Triple Junction High School class to talk about river flow, its
measurement and monitoring, and to create public signage to help
encourage community conservation. With the support of school
science teacher Karen Ashmore and MSG board member and
co-author Dave Buxbaum, the high school class painted a fun and
functional sign that gives a graphic representation of the current
river conditions for all to see. Current river level is tracked based
on data from the USGS gauge, and the updated data is indicated
on the sign. The sign is on the Mattole Elementary School fence
facing Mattole Road across the street from the Community Center
in Petrolia, and will be regularly updated by students and MSG staff
during the year. We anticipate that the sign will be a permanent
feature helping to engage high school students and inform local
residents and visitors about river conditions.

What if the human footprint was a mark of reciprocity, a
mark that left behind more abundance, beauty, and resilience?
A footprint as marvelous to witness as the bear’s. This in essence
was the message underneath bringing climate change into the
watershed lessons over the last two years through the Mattole
Youth Environmental Stewards Program. The program provides
opportunities for each class in the Mattole Unified School District
to participate in watershed education, stewardship projects,
and field trips. Over the last two years we intentionally and
thoughtfully integrated climate change topics into all our lessons
for each grade through the California Coastal Commission’s WHALE
TAIL® Grants Program.
The youngest k-2 grade lessons focused on habitats and
biodiversity. The 3rd-5th grade lessons focused on the water cycle
and ocean ecology in relation to climate change. The 6th-8th
grade middle school class focused on the carbon cycle and the
roles people can play, either positively or negatively within it. The
high school class focused on climate change and action.
Mattole youth already know quite a lot about climate
change. Generally, they know it is human caused, and they know
it is a huge problem that needs fixing. They know that not enough
has been done and that burning fossil fuels is a big part of the
problem. Some local youth have already experienced climaterelated disasters like fires and hurricanes in other places, and many
local youth know that wildfire is something that could impact
their lives here. I found that climate change education is not only
about teaching science; it is also very much about learning to
communicate and manage feelings and ideas. In order to better
navigate the more psychological aspects of this enormous and
looming problem, I turned to the work of Sarah Jaquette Ray and
her recent book: A Field Guide to Climate Anxiety. If you have
ever felt overwhelmed thinking about climate change, unsure of
your personal approach, and wondered how to talk about it with
other people including youth, this is the book for you! I keep it
close and refer to it often while crafting lessons and preparing for
work lately. It has helped me handle my own despair too, which
is imperative if I am to craft an inspiring message of hope and
resilience to our youth.
On March 30th, 2022, Mattole Elementary and Triple
Junction High School participated in their first Global Climate
Justice Teach-In. The event was promoted by the Environmental
Law Department at Bard College and hundreds of campuses

Above: Mattole Elementary and Triple Junction High School
students participate in the World Wide Teach-In for Climate and
Justice, sharing what they learned in their classes with one another.
Photograph by Jen Gilda

around the world participated. The teach-in model is a good
alternative to the now well-known climate school strikes. The
event began with a brief review of climate change and how it
is important to our community and watershed. Then each class
presented their class stewardship project. Students helped present
their class’s work, sharing how it was related to the main topic of
their lessons. The students were all very good teachers themselves.
The kindergarten through second grade class presented
their worm bin project and shared what they learned about
habitats. The third through fifth grade class presented their
disposable mask, snack wrapper, and office supply recycling
project and what they learned about ocean ecology in relation
to climate change. The middle school class presented their local
food cooking project and what they learned about being good
stewards in the carbon cycle. And finally after learning about
climate change and action the high school students read the story,
Coco’s Fire: Changing Climate Anxiety into Climate Action.
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

“Climate change education
is not only about teaching science;
it is also very much about
learning to communicate
and manage feelings and ideas.”

The story Coco’s Fire is about a squirrel in her home park
who realizes that climate change is a big deal in her own home
and family, and she goes through the process of feeling worried
and overwhelmed, to becoming knowledgeable and finding relief
in community action. After sharing the story, the high school
students were prepared to answer questions about climate change
and have one-on-one conversations with other students if they
wanted to keep talking.
The students seemed proud presenting their
work, and I felt proud of them for sharing their
understanding of what they did in the context of
climate change. It is a start. Mattole youth are talking
about being climate stewards. We have a long way still
to go, and the Mattole youth are with us as we move
towards the reciprocal footprint.
Left: College and grade school locations around the
world that participated in the Global Teach-In for
Climate and Justice on March 30th, 2022.
Graphic courtesy of the Center for Environmental Policy, Bard
College, Directors Eban Goodstien PhD and David Blockstein
PhD. For info on the World Wide Teach-In on Climate and
Justice please visit: https://gps.bard.edu/world-wide-teach-in?hs_
preview=VJciGsWa-47938665594
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Ron Lyons: Unique, Original, All Heart

To Veronica, With Respect and Gratitude

By C. Moss and Ray Lingel, Mattole Salmon Group

By staff and board of directors at the Mattole Restoration Council
Gary continues: “Ron’s steadfast dedication, upbeat
attitude, and ready sense of humor made it a delight to have him
around. He was the only consistent MSG participant who was also
an active commercial salmon fisherman, and Ron’s strong affinity
and genuine love for restoring native Mattole salmon was a selfless
tribute to giving back to the resource in whatever ways he could.”
MSG’s David Simpson confirms Gary’s recollections: “Ron
was at the fish trap with Gary just about every night, working the
trap like a crazy man! When I try to grasp what’s most essential
about Ron and how strongly he was tied to his place, his family
and his community, the word ‘stalwart’ comes to mind. You kind
of had to be if you wanted to build a homestead and raise a family
on top of Wilder Ridge, one of the most dramatic places in the
world. Most of us in the Mattole recognize the drama surrounding
us here relative to much of the rest of the world. The wild still
survives. But on Wilder the wild thrives. I can’t get much beyond
that word, stalwart, when trying to describe the character of
Ron Lyons. It showed in his eagerness to jump into the river on a
bitter cold night, or when defending his garden from a crazy buck
even after being gored, or when advising his fine young sons. My
dictionary defines stalwart as someone who is a loyal, reliable, and
hardworking supporter or participant in an organization or team.
Ron was and will be our teammate, and his family will be part of
each of our families until the salmon return in great numbers, and
beyond.”

Fisherman. Salmon Group volunteer extraordinaire. A man
who worked hard and laughed easily. All-around good human.
Ron Lyons.
When Ron first started working with the Mattole Salmon
Group (MSG) in the late ‘80s, “he was a trailblazer and a rare
breed,” recalls MSG’s Ray Lingel. “He was a fisherman AND a
restorationist, and there weren’t many folks back then wearing
two hats like Ron did!” But Ron loved fish, salmon especially, and
brought his love and understanding of fish behavior to many of
the Salmon Group’s restoration projects—be it helping to put in
weirs, working the grip hoist, hauling big rocks and large wood
for habitat improvement, checking the fish trap, or monitoring
the hatchboxes. Linda Lyons remembers Ron getting up many
times in the middle of stormy winter nights to look in on the fish.
Morgan Lyons, one of Ron’s two sons, said that when he was just a
little kid, he started accompanying his dad on many of Ron’s field
trips to check the fish trap. “He carried me on his back. We traipsed
through the woods at night and he even waded across the river
near Ettersburg with me on his shoulders, him holding onto a
rope.”
Gary “Fish” Peterson, MSG’s fisheries biologist for many
years, worked closely with Ron and recalls Ron’s invaluable
contributions to MSG’s work: “Ron was a mainstay at MSG’s
Ettersburg site during adult trapping and spawning season,
which generally ran from November through January, from 1987
through the early 2000s. He always volunteered—a real bonus
because MSG’s budgets were so thin in those days. Ron also never
hesitated to jump in and take on the hardest, wettest, coldest,
and most demanding tasks that needed to be done when MSG
was operating the trap to secure native adult Chinook and coho
spawners for fertilized eggs which were needed to operate our
long-running hatchbox program. Ron was willing to show up at all
hours (and in all conditions!) to help install and operate the trap,
transport adult fish to the nearby holding site until they were ripe
for spawning, assist in spawning ripe females and males, check
the gravity-flow water system to the primary egg-incubation box,
and remove the weir during winter storms when the river was
rapidly rising.” Gary also remembers Ron’s young son, Morgan,
accompanying Ron, and how Morgan became a skilled and muchvalued volunteer with MSG in the Ettersburg area, thereby insuring
the generational baton of catching fish and doing restoration work
was passed on. Son Stephen Umbertis also picked up the baton
and served on the MRC’s board of directors for several years.

	Everyone who knew Ron says he was a phenomenal
fisherman with an almost mystical, sacred relationship with the
ocean and its fish. He also had a great generosity of spirit when it
came to fishing. When he was out with others, he always let them
catch the first fish. His personal fishing credo was “I like to make ‘em
bite when they don’t want to!” and his family said this credo also
held true in his approach to life: Ron liked to make things happen
in life even when there were obstacles!
“My dad was a detail guy,” Stephen Umbertis recalls. “He had
a lot of respect for all fish and even came up with this technique
of landing fish—especially albacore—on foam pads so he didn’t
bruise them! He was comfortable in his physicality and also very
meticulous and reverential in his actions.” This special combo of

See “Ron Lyons” - continued on next page

Veronica Yates, longtime MRC staff and recent board
member, has taken a position as Riparian Ecologist with the Hoopa
Valley Tribe. We can’t begin to congratulate the tribe enough,
and want to express our appreciation for all she did within the
MRC. For the past 7 years, Veronica brought a quiet and deep
dedication to all the many roles she filled. Starting out as a field
crew member, she then worked as an Americorps Watershed
Stewards Project member, and eventually became our Native Plant
Nursery Manager. But as Hugh McGee points out, “those are all just
titles and don’t really describe all the hats she wore: Invasive Plant
Coordinator, Nicks Interns Mentor, reveg monitoring lead, social
media/e-news guru, and a critical member of the fundraising team.
She was also our local botanist, photographer, and truly one of the
most badass hoedad planters the Mattole has ever seen. She was a
key field crew member on all our Ecosystem Restoration Program
projects - whether wielding a saw on oak woodland projects,
working with heavy equipment in the estuary, collecting seed in
the heat of the King Range, or swinging a hoedad on Prosper Ridge
in the wind and rain. She was always charging ahead with a smile!”
	Squeaky Morlan writes: “Veronica is one of the most badass
women I have ever met - there is nothing she cannot do! I have
admired her for over a decade, starting when we both worked at
the Grasshopper Fire Lookout where she not only spotted fires
but also, power tools in hand, helped with the renovations of that
grand old building. When I started as the office manager for the
MRC a couple of years ago, Veronica was always there to answer
questions and help me out with the intricacies of the job, for which
I will always be grateful. I count myself to lucky to have worked
with her and I am happy to call her my friend.”
Flora Brain reflects: “Veronica consistently inspired every
group of Mattole Field Institute students that visited the Native
Plant Nursery. She has a way of instantly connecting with people’s
curiosity about plants and helping them access their (sometimes
unconscious) desires to tend them. She is a natural field instructor
and deep-thinking human who can always be counted on to keep
the big picture in mind. I’ve never once seen her fall into the trap of
viewing humans as separate from nature.”
Hugh continues, “As Native Plant Nursery Manager,
Veronica increased our public sales of native plants, increased
the number of different species we grow, created a native plant
propagation database that tracks every detail of propagation data,
increased our nursery BMPs, got us involved with the CA Native
Plant Society, the Center for Plant Conservation, and other native
plant practitioners throughout the west, and made the nursery
into more than just a place where we grow native plants but an
educational facility for interns, students, community members, and
other restoration practitioners. We could not have dreamed up a
better team member - a positive attitude, intelligent, easy to work

Ron Lyons

Ron felt the necessary link between salmon restoration and
salmon fishing, and poured his heart into both.
Above: The Payoff: Ron admires a 20+lb king salmon off the
North coast of California, circa 1989.
Upper left: The Payback: Ron passing the baton to son Morgan,
tending the Bear Creek hatchbox in Ettersburg, circa 1994.
All photos courtesy of Linda Lyons.
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Veronica is a talented photographer who loves to
photograph her adventures. The MRC has benefited
from the many photos she took and posted of MRC
work. Photo courtesy of Ali Freedlund.
with, pushing us all to do better, and leading by example.”
	Lee Killough reflects: “For me, she was from the beginning
easy and accessible. She didn’t give my warning systems any tingly
feelings. My bullshit detector wasn’t activated. And that’s actually
my highest praise for anyone.”
Theresa Vallotton writes: “Veronica is an excellent and
prompt communicator, which I really appreciate.” Miles Kinman
adds: “Veronica’s enthusiasm and drive are an inspiration.
When our work occasionally crossed paths, she was always well
organized, professional, and concise and has also shown herself
to be incredibly competent and intelligent. She offered valuable
insights on optimizing our website, started supplying our most
popular webstore product, native seed packets, and kept the
native plant nursery in pristine condition. It’s truly a great loss to
see her leaving the MRC.” Linda Stansberry sums it all up: “You
would be hard-pressed to find a harder worker, more persistent
community member or dedicated board member than Veronica
Yates.”
Veronica, we appreciate everything you have done for
our council, the watershed, and the King Range. We are a better
ecological community for your presence.
If you’re a fellow Veronica fan, or simply a native plants
enthusiast, check out her Instagram page @plantsofthelostcoast.

- continued from previous page

traits held true whether Ron was catching fish, doing restoration
work, or flipping pancakes and grilling fish at the Grange.
Ron was a many-layered, understated, and humble man
with a rich history of experiences—including spending a year in
New Zealand with Linda and his son, Stephen, during which the
family traveled for 6 months by caravan. Stephen recalls fishing for
rainbow trout with his dad on the North Island. “I was just a little
kid but my dad took me fishing with him. It took a lot of work to
get there, but our best spot was a place we called “Dead Cow Hole”
because it stunk so bad from a nearby dead cow’s carcass that
nobody else wanted to fish there. But there were tons of insects
and we caught a lot of fish!”
Ron taught by example. “Do what you say you’re gonna do
and follow through on your promises” was a big life lesson Ron
passed on to his boys. All of Ron’s family say that integrity and
keeping his word was very important to him, and he raised his
boys to value these traits as well. “I was 4 ½ years old when my dad
gave me a hatchet,” Stephen recalls. “I thought that was so cool.
Turns out I used that hatchet for the next 13 years making kindling
for our winter firewood, and my dad held me responsible for that

chore for all 13 years!”
Ron dropped out of high school to fish. He got his GED and
was a voracious reader and a student of history all his life. He was
equally a man of many interests and talents. Self-educated, quietly
but prodigiously intelligent, modest, and generous with his time
and service, Ron was a tremendous yet humble, positive force in
Humboldt County and the community.
This tribute wraps up on a note that illustrates Ron’s
generational legacy….When Morgan was just 5 years old, he was
working with his dad at the Shelter Cove fish cleaning station. A
bystander asked Morgan, “Are you going to be a fisherman when
you grow up?” As a seasoned part of Ron’s fishing team, Morgan
drew himself up and said, “I already am.”
In Ron’s last year of life, Morgan got his dad out on the
ocean as often as possible, and Ron caught some of his biggest
salmon in years.
Ron: you brought your whole being to fishing, restoration,
and life in general. Yours was truly a life well-lived, and you passed
on a heritage of character and caring, with so much integrity and
grace. Thank you. Ron Lyons: 5/17/51–3/11/22.
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What’s in a Name?

Mattole Field Institute, Bear River Band, and Local Residents Visit a Creek
By Flora Brain, Mattole Restoration Council
On May 16th, thirteen university students in the
Mattole Field Institute’s watershed restoration field course
met in person for the first time. They also met a small group of
Mattole watershed residents, and a group of staff from the Bear
River Band’s Cultural Department. We all went for a little walk.
We were headed down to the creek, to listen.
We made our way across the Mattole River on the
bridge just upstream from A.W. Way County Park, and into a
stand of beautifully tended, large Douglas-fir trees. Meeting up
with the welcoming landowner at this spot, we wandered past
a vintage cement pond bedecked in abalone shells and then
down onto the banks of a creek running clear and cold.
This creek is a large tributary to the Mattole and has
occupied an almost mythical space in my mind. Despite
having tramped up and down many Mattole creeks searching
Above: Barry Brenard, Men’s Cultural Coordinator for the Bear River
for salmon, this is one I’ve never really explored. Working for
Band, speaks about the importance of working with the place itself, and
the Mattole Salmon Group in roughly 2008, I helped install
all spirited things dwelling within, when considering a new place name.
and check a pipe trap here for a season - discovering lamprey
Photograph by Flora Brain
ammocetes, big fat steelhead, frogs, and surprisingly large and
plentiful sculpin moving downstream. We did not find any coho at
We all went down to the creek and listened.
that time, but this creek is big, and it has low-gradient habitat and
There was grace in the manner that the tribal members
ample water, so I created in my dream-mind a scenario explaining
helped deepen our collective understanding of why the name
the uncanny perseverance of coho salmon in the watershed:
recently (in the grand scheme of things) given to this creek is
they’re taking refuge and persisting up in this creek.
problematic. Not that they didn’t lay it out very clearly, explaining
Before we embarked on our walk, Barry Brenard, the Men’s
that the current name is a derogatory reference to a particular,
Cultural Coordinator for the tribe, did a blessing to purify the
sacred part of an Indian woman’s body. But there was grace in the
group and bless our educational experience.
way that they explained this, compassionately recognizing that
This class was one of the most Indigenous student
we all came there that day with different levels of understanding
groups the Mattole Field Institute has had, to date. It included
about the word. There was grace in the way that they explained
four Indigenous students attending on scholarship – generously
how “renaming a place is something to be done with the whole
provided through a grant from the Grace US Foundation. These
community,” and how they asked the landowner, who’d played
students all came to the Mattole Field Institute through a
there as a child before the major logging boom, what his
collaborative partnership with Cal Poly Humboldt’s Indian Natural
impressions of the creek were. He described a creek that was “alive
Resources Science and Engineering Program + Diversity in STEM
with birds,” so full of birdsong and life.
Program (INRSEP+). Working with INRSEP+ is one way we strive
We all were down at the creek and listening.
to ensure that our field courses are accessible to Indigenous,
This was the start of an uncannily magical week of bonding
first generation, low income, and historically underrepresented
and
mutual
support between 13 university students who, at the
students, who in turn teach us important lessons about crafting
end, spoke candidly about how close to utterly burned out on
meaningful field experiences that educate all participants virtual school they were just prior this field course, and how being
instructors included.
here in the Mattole River watershed for just 5
days totally re-inspired them.
		
There were 22 of us on the small
stream bank, but it felt much smaller and
intimate. Local resident Mariah Gregori
- the daughter of Gil Gregori, whose
longtime dedication and fascination with
his home creek has inspired many Mattole
restoration workers of my generation –
offered the reflection, “It is so good to
see the MRC focusing now on restoring
these relationships, as part of watershed
restoration. It seems important to physically
restore the land as well as our relationship to
all its creatures including its people.”
		
As we were leaving, the landowner
made a suggestion for a new name for
the creek, and there was grace in the way
the tribe’s Cultural Department Director
responded. She smiled and said: “we will put
it in the basket.”
Above: The dream team: May 2022 Mattole Field Institute students after a week of
learning with over 20 field instructors - a mix of local Mattole nonprofit and partnering
federal agency restoration practitioners. Our hands-on field courses give restoration
projects a boost while giving students meaningful experience and providing spaces for
bonding and support. We are blessed to do this work in a uniquely gorgeous watershed
with majestic beauty and a deeply engaged local community. Photograph by Flora Brain

The Mattole Field Institute sincerely thanks the
Grace Us Foundation for providing grant funding to
support curriculum development and Indigenous
scholarships for the May 2022 watershed restoration
field course Names can be complex, and there is
one thing that the namers of this local foundation
got right. In supporting this work, they did certainly
grace us with these experiences, and many more.
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